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5.  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
5.16 Stretch Yarn Weft Protectors (Option)
The stretch yarn weft protectors include an Air Gripper System (AGS), breeze of tandem nozzles, and stretch
blower.

Stretch yarns used for weft will easily come out of main nozzles. If you increase the breeze pressure of the
main nozzles to prevent the problem, however, coated stretch yarns will be blown off.

AGS and tandem nozzles: These protectors are the solution to such a problem. If these protectors are used,
weft will not come out even if you decrease the breeze pressure of the main nozzles to the very low level.

For some types of weft, all of these two protectors may not be necessary for solving such a problem.

Stretch blower: If stretch yarn weft is used, waste-selvage yarns will inevitably become longer so as to easily
become entangled in a bundle at the stretch nozzle. Those waste-selvage yarns could not be drawn in by the
stretch nozzle fully at each pick. The stretch blower is so designed that it will remove (jet out) drawn-in yarns
before the next pick.

Tandem nozzles

AGS (Air Gripper System)
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5.16  Stretch Yarn Weft Protectors (Option)
5.16.1 Air Gripper System (AGS)

[ 1 ] Outline
At the thread guide, the AGS jets out air ("A" in the
figure below) perpendicular to the stream of weft in
order to hold weft.

1: Thread guide

A: Stream of air jetted out from the air gripper

B: Stream of air jetted out from the main nozzle

The air jet pressure may be adjusted by the cutting
blow regulator (CU) 2 inside the LH cover and throt-
tle valves 3 located on the insertion plate.

1

A B
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5.  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
[ 2 ] Setting on the function panel
The following items can be set on the first page of 
[ Map ] - [ Main ] - [ Setting ].

(1) Air gripper

During the period specified here, the air gripper
(AGS) will be kept off. (At the time of weft insertion,
the AGS should be off.)

(2) Breeze of main nozzles (For stretch yarn)

During the period specified here, the cutting blow
valve will be kept on before the start of weft inser-
tion to adjust the leading end position of weft.

(3) Yarn threading switch

The yarn threading switch (as shown at left) is
added to the [ OPERATOR ] screen of the weaving
machine equipped with AGS. 
Touching the yarn threading switch toggles on and
off.

Touching the yarn threading switch toggles on and
off.

When the yarn threading switch is in black, the
AGS is ON. To thread a weft through the main
nozzle, turn the switch white.

NOTE: If the above items are not filled out (Setting
000-000), the manual operation is impossible.
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5.16  Stretch Yarn Weft Protectors (Option)
5.16.2 Breeze of Tandem Nozzles
Breeze streams through a tandem nozzle to pre-
vent weft from shrinking.

The air jet pressure may be adjusted by main noz-
zle breeze regulator (MB) 1 inside the LH cover and
throttle valves 2 located on the insertion plate.

(Supplied by regulator (MB) 1, the breeze pressure
of tandem nozzles will be the same level as that of
the main nozzles.)

Throttle valves 2 are arranged as shown below,
starting from the left.

Red: color 1

Blue: color 2

Yellow: color 3

Green: color 4

White: color 5

Black: color 6
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5.  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
5.16.3 Stretch Blower

[ 1 ] Outline
If stretch yarn weft is used, waste-selvage yarns
will inevitably become longer so as to easily
become entangled in a bundle at stretch nozzle 1.
Those waste-selvage yarns could not be drawn in
by the stretch nozzle fully at each pick.

Stretch blower 2 is so designed that it will remove
(jet out) drawn-in yarns before the next pick.

[ 2 ] Setting on the function panel
The stretch blower nozzle can be set on the page 
[ Map ] - [ Stretch ] - [ Setting ].

During the period specified here, the stretch blower
will jet out air (ON).

1

2
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